
STOP THE WAR ON WOMEN! 
ABORTION ON DEMAND WITHOUT APOLOGY! 

WE NEED – AND DEMAND – A BETTER WORLD AND THE FULL EMANCIPATION 
OF WOMEN!

June 4, nationwide: 
Wear bloody pants & heavy chains. Get in the streets. Raise bloody hell.

A vicious wave of extreme abortion bans is sweeping the country. Missouri, Georgia, Kentucky 
and Alabama have established draconian laws meant to challenge Roe v. Wade in the country as 
a whole.  
As of Tuesday, June 4 the state of Missouri may 
well shut down the only abortion clinic left in a 
state of 6 million people. Meanwhile, the courts 
have been packed with Christian fascist judges 
aiming to wipe out Roe v. Wade, with birth control 
next in their sights.  
Think about it: Women are being demonized and 
called murderers for deciding when and whether to 
have children. The laws being enacted are not just 
“going back” but are much more severe – including 
exacting criminal sentences for women who have 
abortions and people who provide them. Hundreds 
have already been prosecuted and jailed for 
“endangering a fetus” – a broad category that has 
included “suspicious” miscarriages, not having a 
caesarean, taking Darvon during pregnancy, etc.  
This is a war on women but it's not being treated as such. People have been relying on politicians 
and judges for 50 years, while the right to abortion has been attacked and eviscerated. Look 
where it’s got us. All over the world religious fundamentalists and fascists are pushing women back 
into roles of traditional subservience... the fate of billions of women is being written by what we do 
-- or do not do.
The National Revolution Tour calls on everyone who refuses to accept this violent, Dark Ages 
assault on women to stand up now and fight to stop these bans. Take to the streets on Tuesday, 
June 4 across this country. Wear bloody pants and heavy chains to dramatize the future being 
imposed on women.
This system of capitalism-imperialism has patriarchy woven into its fabric. So long as it stands, 
women will be constantly attacked. Now this worldwide wave of fascism and fundamentalism is 
hellbent on making things far far worse. We need an actual revolution to fully and finally 
emancipate women, one half of humanity. We, the National Revolution Tour, are organizing now to 
get in position to make this revolution and taking up this fight as an essential part of that. Join us 
on Tuesday in the streets and the public square to defend this right. Go to https://revcom.us/
revolutiontour/ to find us. And join with us, the weekend of June 8 and 9 in LA, for a time of 
struggle, celebration and planning/organizing for a far better, emancipatory future.  

@TuneIntoRevCom        www.revcom.us/revolutiontour/     (323) 424-6687

“The whole question of the position and role of 
women in society is more and more acutely posing 
itself in today’s extreme circumstances… It is not 
conceivable that all this will find any resolution 
other than in the most radical terms…The question 
yet to be determined is: will it be a radical 
reactionary or a radical revolutionary resolution, will 
it mean the reinforcing of the chains of 
enslavement or the shattering of the most decisive 
links in those chains and the opening up of the 
possibility of realizing the complete elimination of 
all forms of such enslavement?”

– Bob Avakian, leader of the revolution


